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This invention relates to an improvement in 
?exible pocket receptacles designed for carrying 
pass cards and similar articles either with or 
without a capacity for carrying other articles 
such as currency and the ‘like. 
One object of the invention is to provide an 

improved structure whichiwill carry the pass 
cards with greater security and provide greater 
convenience in their display. ’ 
A further object is to provide a pass card sup 

porting structure which may be permanently or 
temporarily incorporated with conventional bill 
fold structures with the advantages above men 
tioned and at the same time obviating certain dis 
advantages heretofore encountered when pass 
cards‘ and the like are carried’ in billfolds. ‘ 
Other and further objects residing in the de 

tails of the construction will be made apparent 
in the following speci?cation and claims. 
In the accompanying drawings which show sev 

eral illustrative embodiments of the invention, 
Fig. 1 is a front elevational view of a pass case 

embodying my invention, the case being shown 
open with one of the pass envelopes (shown in 
dotted lines) swung outwardly of the support 
to inspection position; 

Fig. 2 ‘is. a front elevation of the structure 
shown in Fig. 1, the case being closed; 
‘Fig. 3 is a bottom edge view of the case as 
shown in Fig. 2; 

‘Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 but showing 
the pass envelopes pivoted at their inner corners; 

Fig. 5 is a detail view'of one of the pass en 
velopes, parts being broken away. 

i Fig. 6 is a front elevational view showing the 
invention combined with billfold structure, the 
billfold being shown open and with parts broken 
away; . 

. Fig. 7 is a sectional view substantially on line 
‘5-1 of Fig. 6; _ I 
‘Fig. 8 is a View similar to Fig. 6 but showing 

astructure modi?ed to permit removal of the 
pass carrying unit from the billfold, parts being 
broken away; i 

Fig. 9 is an elevational view of the pass carry 
ing unit of Fig. 8 removed from the billfold, parts 
being broken away; . 

Figs..10 and 11 are detail views of the means 
for lreleas'ably holding the pass carrying unit of 
Figs. 8 and 9 in the billfold, Fig. 11 being a sec 

v tional view taken substantially on line H-II, 
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of Fig.8; ‘ i 

Fig. 12 is a front elevational view showing the 
manner ‘ofmassembling and disassembling the 
pass unit and billfold combination of‘ Fig. 8; 

Fig. .13 is a diagrammatic View showing the 
manner of operation‘by which. the pass envelopes 
are released from interlocking interference to 
permit them to be swung-outwardly of the bill 
folds of Figs. 6 and 8; , a . i . 

Figs. 14 and 15 are detail views‘showing alter 
native forms of pivotal connections for the en 
velopes by which the envelopes may be made 
detachable from the support; and 

Fig. 16 is a front elevational View showing an 
other way of combining the pass case of Fig. 1 
with billfold structure. ‘ , . . . 

Referring to Figs. 1 to 5‘ inclusivethe pass 
case is shown as including a supporting mem 
ber l0, preferably formed of leather or similar 
?exible material, within the borders of-which 
the pass display .envelopes, generally indicated 
at II are normally positioned. The pass .en 
velopes are shown as formed of two pieces of 
transparent material [2 such as Celluloid or the 
like held together at one end and both side edges 
by a suitable binding material as indicated at 
l3 in Fig. 5. Through the open end I4 of the 
envelope one or two cards I5, or ‘similar material, 
may be inserted for display through opposite 
sides of the envelope. The exact details "of the 
structure of the envelopes as so far described 
are not important and their construction may be 
varied as found desirable. According to ‘my in 
vention, I provide the envelopes at one corner 
with an extending tab I6. This tab may be 

- formed integral with the sheets [2 and ispref 
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erably positioned to. extend from one side of the 
envelope adjacent the open end Id. The en 
velopes are pivotally connected to the support 
ing member II] by rivets I‘! or similar members 
passing through openings 18 in the ears. In the 
drawings, the rivets I1 are shown as passing. 
through both members In and 20, but it will be 
understood ‘that the pivot member maybe car 
ried‘ by either one of these elements of the sup 
port alone if desired. ' As shown, in Fig. 1, the 
envelopes are pivotally connected‘ to member Ill 
adjacent the‘ outer‘ upper corners thereof so as 
to be swung ‘outwardly of the con?nes of‘ the 



3 
member It} as shown in dotted lines in said ?gure. 
The member I0 is formed with a transverse line 
of fold it‘. Preferably one or more envelopes are 
arranged on opposite sides of the line of fold 
I9 with their ends 23, which are remote from 
their pivots, adjacent the line of fold as shown 
in Fig. 1. End pieces 20 are secured to the ends 
and bottom edge of the member I!) to form 
pockets in which the envelopes nest, when within 
the con?nes of the member I0, the open ends 
it of the envelopes being positioned adjacent a 
closed side of the lJOCkets, thus preventing the 
passes from working outwardlyrof the envelopes. 
Members "'20 separate and protect ‘the exposed 
surfaces of the envelopes from rubbing against 
each other when the support I 0 is folded to close 
the case. ' 

The member in is providedwithiaportioniZl ' 
extending from one end thereof. When the ‘case 
is closed by folding at the ‘line [9 ‘as 's'h‘ov'vnlin 

_ Fig. 2 the portion 2| maybe folded ‘over onto 
the rear face of the member I0, as shown in Figs. 
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opposite sides of the fold line 35 serve in lieu of 
members 26 of the previously described form. 
Numerous pass case and billfold users while 

desiring on many occasions to carry both their 
pass cards and currency in one receptacle ?nd 
it advantageous to have the pass carrying por 
tion of the receptacle separable from the bill 
carrying portion so that either one may be car 
ried separately. Numerous attempts have been 
heretofore made to provide a pass case-billfold 
combination of that character but in most, if not 
all, of the .prior attempts to achieve such com 

- bination, separation of the pass ‘case from the 

2 and 3, and secured by a sna'pifast'ener ‘ézi2ltoihold ‘ 
the case closed. H i 

The ends 23 0f the envelopes remote from thei 
pivots are preferably positioned su?iciently close 
to ‘the line ‘of ‘fold 19 “so ‘that ‘said "fold" engages 
or is in near engagement with the ends :23, when 
the support‘is foldedfto‘prevént any substantial 
outward ‘swinging movement ‘of ‘the envelopes. 
Since the ends 123 'thujs‘en‘gaged‘ are the "leading 
ends ofthe .e'nvelopés'in‘their‘ swinging‘movement 
their engagement ‘ by‘ the fold "I iljeffectively p‘re 
vents outward vmovement " of " the "envelopes while 
leaving "the leadin'gside edges 24 adjacent ‘the 
pivots free to be grasped" whenthe vcase is open 
without ‘any closure “flap'b? 'iflg'in the'wa'y. This 
arrangement‘ also ‘leaves the ‘edges 125 "exposed so 
that they may be 'previded with'index'receiving 
tabs 25, ii desiredffor‘faeilitatirljgselection of a 
desired card'for inspection. ‘ - 

If, asv sho'wnin Fig. '4',‘ they ‘envelopes are pivoted 
at their corners adjacent‘fol'd '[9 ‘the envelopes 
arev held withintherqri?nss of‘the case, by the 
en‘gagement'with‘their'leading'ends of the fold 
250i portion ‘2i. ‘ ‘ 
‘In ‘Figs. ‘631.131 '7 vis‘illustrated"one manner in‘ 

which the ‘present invention "may *be advanta 
seously'incqrporatedin 'afbiHfQBISEI'UOWR- ' ‘Re 
ferrin'g to ‘the latter??jgures, a billfold is shown 
comprisingan 'o'llterfwall "3B‘1an‘d inner ‘wall ‘3|. 
connected together’a‘t' their’en‘dan'd bottom side 
edges to ‘form between them ' an elongated "bill 
compartment '32. ‘A partitio'n'wall is ‘shown at 
33 which divides “the bill compartment vin "the 
usual ‘manner. ‘It 'will'be understood‘that the 
several ‘wall ‘members may "be ‘made up in ‘ any 
conventional or desired manner. As shown‘ (Fig. 
7) thepartition wall '33 is ‘connected at the bot 
tom to the ‘elements 34"of"the inner'wall. The 
billfold walls,‘ ‘as is customary, ‘have a transverse 
line ‘of foldtiabout'whi'ch one‘hali of the bill 
it‘old may berfolded, on the vother. 'Pass display 
envelopes H "which may 'be'identical in ‘form 
with those previously described are pivotally'con 
nected adjacent the‘ outer, upper ‘corners'of-the 
partition wall as by rivets '36.‘ In this'arrange 
merit the‘ partition‘ wall ‘~33 "functions relative'to 
the pass display envelopes for the same purposes 
and in the‘same manner ‘as does supporting mem 
ber‘iii in‘ the form previously described, the’fol'd 
35 engaging the leadingedgespf the‘ envelopes 
when'the billfol‘d ‘ls‘clo'sed to"prevent"outwarg1 
swinging of the envelopes as‘does‘fold'ls. ‘Sim? 
larly‘the'portions "of-inner wall member ‘3| von 
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billfold either‘leaves the ‘latter noticeably incom 
rplete and unsightly or the combination is made 
at the expense of customary and desirable bill 
’fold istructurersuch'as auxiliary pocket on the 
Jface‘d?-the?nner walls of the bil-lfold. The de 
sired. advantageous separation of the pass case 
‘iromi'ltlie‘billfol'dmay be secured in accordance 
withjthe .lpresent.»_invention without material al 
terationin the general appearance of the .billfold 
1Io'r-limipa'irm'en-t'd?its- utility as such. 

.As illustrated in Figs. 8 to 12 inclusive, I secure 
the ‘desired separability of the pass case from 
the billiqld by making‘ the sun-porting element 
49 9f‘ e‘pass‘caseiinthe‘fpnn of'a‘separable'pah 
iitiqn the . bill‘ sompartment?qf 'thebillfoldxthe 
bli'llfold being ' generally indicated at 41 
the ‘pass case‘ is in position‘ in‘ the {bill - compart 
meet QI the fbillfold as?in'ftis-B, the'combiuation 
funstisms substantially as ‘described ‘in "Cannes 
tion‘ with the "structureshQwn‘in'Figs‘?end 71- ' ' 
‘As best shown-in Fig-'9,‘thepass’display'en 

velopes l I, identical inform With‘th'ose‘ previously 
‘ described, are pivotalirrcbnnected adjacent the 

Outer. upper corners '01? supporting member "410 
for swinging'movement outwardly of the con?nes - 
0f ‘the Supporting member, ‘in'the "element the 
envelopes; whether the support M ‘is in parti 
tion forming position in the bill ‘compartment 
as in Fig-‘8101f is separated therefrom- 'as'in‘Fig.‘ 9. 
As‘s'hown the end portions 1'42 -‘of the member 
iii] are ‘folded inwardly to‘ form pockets‘ in‘ which 
the roreniendsv Qf‘ the'pass .disip'laydenvelcpes" seat, 
the *infolded ‘ends ~42 ‘and ‘the "pockets *iprmed 
therebyserving- the same‘: purposes asmembers-Z 0, 
endithe pockets which'they‘provide, in‘the'cqn 
structionbf *Fis "In Qr'd'er’w avciii' adding? 

} necessary-'bulkto‘the billiol‘d‘'the‘memherslzare ' 
' 7 preferably made‘relatively narrow. As shown, 

the end portions 42 are held'in 'pcsition‘brth‘e 
rivets>>43 which form ' part‘ of 'the- pivotal lco‘nnecs 
tion of the' pass-'envelopesto'lthe;support and‘by 
additional rivets ‘64 "which pass‘ through spacing 
blocks 45 below the envelopes. Blocks "45}vkeep 
the material‘ Of the support‘irqm bending sharply 
aeainst’the'heads ‘9f therivets ‘.4‘4- The ‘lever 
edees'orp0rti<>ns“4?'may of ‘ccurse‘be stitchedpr 
qtherwise secured ‘in member ‘46 to "close ‘the 
lower‘ side ’ of they pockets if' desired. ' The‘ use'pi 
spacers ‘1811101; as “'45 ‘however 'is ‘preferable ‘if ‘a 
substantial'numberlof' envelopes is used. “Meni 
ber 40 is provided with a transverse line of "fold 
46 ‘which functions‘ in’ the same- manner and“ for 
the same purposes as fold lines lq-and‘ei pre- ' 
viously' ‘described. 7 _ I 

The-[pass case is preferably‘ releasably "heldlin 
the‘ bilhccmpartment by providing means*'*-at;t_he 
ends of the mouth of the bill compartmentwhich 
ensaise‘the upper edge ‘of‘ithetmember 430 ‘out 
wardlyo'f'the center of'the'pivots‘llg. "As shown 
this holding means isprovided byfforniing loose 
heshape'd tongues!“ irom‘the endportions of 
the ‘ turned over ‘portion ‘.48 . or .the- outer‘ wall ‘of’ 
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the billfold, (see Fig. 10)‘ the remainder of por 
tion 48 being cemented or. ‘otherwise fastened 
down to give the edge of the billfold a~?nished 
appearance as is customary. The free ends of 
the tongues are respectively locked in slits 49 
formedin the folded edgeof the adjacentfront “ 
wall members 59 and 5| so that- end portionsof 
thequpper edges of member ‘40- are engaged be 
neath the‘ tongues as‘shown in Figs. 8 and 11 
when the pass‘ case is seated in the billfold. “ The 
pass gcase‘rmayrbe removed from the billfold by 
crimping thesupport M1 at the fold lines“,- as 
shown in Fig. 12, to shorten its length sufficiently 
to disengage one end frombeneath the holding 
tongue. 
Preferably in the several forms shown, the lead 

ing end edges of the envelopes II are not only‘ 
positioned su?iciently close to the transverse fold 
line of the support so as to be engaged thereby 
when the case is closed, but are also su?iciently 
close to each other so that when the case is un 
folded and the envelopes at each side of the fold 
line lie in the same plane, substantial outward 
swinging movement of the envelopes is prevented 
by engagement of the leading end edges of the 
envelopes on one side of the fold with those on the 
other side. This arrangement is of particular ad 
vantage in the billfold combinations described 
since the tendency of the envelopes to swing out 
wardly accidently is substantially minimized. 
By ?exing the billfold including the envelope sup 
porting member thereof, as diagrammatically in 
dicated in exaggerated form in Fig. 13, so that the 
planes of the envelopes intersect beyond the bor 
ders of the envelopes, the pass display envelopes 
may be easily moved outwardly of the case. In 
the form shown in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 16 (later 
described) the envelopes may be released from 
interference by ?exing the supporting member 
rearwardly about its transverse line of fold in an 
obvious manner. 
In Fig. 16 pass display envelopes M such as 

previously described are combined with a bill 
fold 53 having conventional lauxiliary pockets 
provided on its inner face between wall members 
54 and 55 which are at opposite sides of the 
transverse fold line 56 of the billfold. The pass 
display envelopes are normally positioned within 
the pockets as shown but are pivotally connected 
to the wall members 55, as at 51, to be swung 
outwardly of the billfold pockets in substantially 
the same manner as described with regard to the 
similar pockets formed by members 20 in Fig. 1. 
By my invention, the desired pass cards are more 
available for easy selection and inspection than 
is the case with previous constructions. As will 
be apparent, when a selected card is swung to 
position for inspection, as shown in dotted lines 
in Fig. 1, the card is automatically inverted so 
that it is in position to be read by the inspector 
without turning the pass case around and in most 
instances without the pass case leaving the hands 
of the owner. It'will also be obvious that the pass 
case element of the combination shown in Figs. 
8 to 12 is incorporated in the billfold without 
necessitating the omission or modi?cation of any 
essential or desired auxiliary or other element of 
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the billfold per se. It is also apparent that when 7 
the pass case is removed from the combination, 
the billfold is unchanged in its essential appear 
ance and in its capacity for conventional billfold 
use. i 

It is frequently desirable to have the pass dis 
play envelopes separable from the pass case. For 
example, a pass case of large capacity may be 
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kept for? storage from which pass containing end 
velopes‘Y'mfaybe transferred, as needed, to a case 
of ‘smallercapacity for‘ carrying. This inter 
changeability» may be obtained ‘by employing a 

. conventional screw post 60, as shown inFig. 14, 
for the ‘pivotal connection of the pass envelopes 
to the support, ‘or by using any other suitable 
form-of releasable‘ connection, such as aihoolc 
hasp 61 as‘ shown in Fig. 15. ‘ 
_I'cl‘aim: i ' i 1 ~ 

1.1 pass case-including ‘a supporting member 
having ‘portions foldable one upon the other 
about a transverseline of fold, pass display en 
velopes normally positioned within the borders 
of the supporting member on oppositefsi‘cles of 
said line of Jfold, means connecting the envelopes 
to the supporting member for pivotal movement 
in the planes of the envelopes, said means; being 
positioned adjacent a corner of the-envelopes 
and adjacent an edge of the supporting member 
to permit the envelopes to be swung outwardly 
of the con?nes of the supporting member when 
the latter is unfolded, the leading edges of the 
envelopes remote from their pivots being ad 
jacent the said line of fold and in engageable 
proximity thereto when the supporting member 
is folded, to prevent movement of the envelopes 
outwardly of the supporting member. 

2. A pass case including a supporting member 
formed of flexible material and having portions 
foldable one upon the other about ‘a transverse 
line of fold, pass display envelopes normally 
positioned within the borders of the supporting , 
member on opposite sides of said line of fold, 
means connecting outer corners of opposite en 
velopes to the supporting member adjacent one 
edge of the latter for pivotal movement in the 
planes of the envelopes, the adjacent edges of 
the envelopes being sui?ciently close to said line 
of fold to be engageable therewith when the sup 
porting member is folded to prevent substantial 
pivotal movement of the envelopes, and said ad 
jacent edges of the envelopes being positioned in 
engageable proximity to each other to prevent 
substantial pivotal movement of the envelopes 
when the supporting member is unfolded except 
When the supporting member is ?exed to permit . 
the envelopes on opposite sides of said fold line 
to swing past each other. 

3. A pass case including a supporting member 
having portions foldable one upon the other 
about a transverse line of fold, at least two pass 
display envelopes positioned one at each side of 
the said line of fold and normally positioned 
within the border of the supporting member, 
means connecting a corner of each of said en 
velopes to said member for ‘pivotal movement in 
the planes of the envelopes to permit swinging 
movement of the envelopes outwardly of the con 
?nes of the said member, said envelopes being 
open along one edge for the insertion or with 
drawal of pass cards and the like into and from 
the envelopes, and pockets carried by the sup 
porting member one at each side of the said line 
of fold in which the envelopes are normally 
nested with the open side of the envelope ad 
jacent a closed side of the pocket in which it is 
nested. ‘ 

4. A billfold including a plurality of wall form 
ing members providing an elongated bill com 
partment open along one long side thereof and 
closed at both ends and the other side, said bill 
fold having a transverse line of fold about which 
one .portion of the billfold may be folded upon the 
other, a partition forming member within the 




